Council Meeting No. 274 Minutes
Time: 5.10pm(Qld Time); Date: 15 t h July 2020 by Teleconference
1.

Present: David Phelps, Angus Whyte, Bob Shepherd, Dionne Walsh, Don Burnside, & Megan
Munchenberg
Apologies: nil

2.

Minutes of the previous meeting:
Motion: That the minutes of Council Meeting No. 272 held on the 1st April 2020 by teleconference be
approved.
Moved: Don Burnside
Seconded: Megan Munchenberg
Carried

3. Business arising from the minutes:
A. Royal Society Qld “Rangelands Dialogue” - ARS President David Phelps has spoken several
times with Dr Geoff Edwards the Vice-President and Jon Brisbin (Rangelands Officer) RSQ. The
Rangelands Dialogue that was developed in Brisbane at the July 2019 meeting is to be published
online. Two Qld workshops are proposed (Longreach and Charters Towers) in mid-October 2020 to
stimulate policy development in Queensland’s rangelands with a broader context than primary
production to diversify income streams eg tourism, biodiversity and carbon sequestration. AgForce
(Qld), Rangelands NRM Collective (Qld) and the NFF Sustainable Development Committee have all
contributed to the Dialogue. Council discussed the imperative that primary production is recognised
as a legitimate and sustainable land use when practiced within the capabilities of the land; broadbrush statements that primary production is not sustainable in the rangelands are not accurate. The
document will be expanded into a National Rangelands Dialogue. ARS Council members are to
provide feedback to President David, and David is to continue participation with the RSQ (All
Council members and David to action)
B. Travel Grant Guidelines review – New guidelines have been included in the Range Management
Newsletter
C. Australian rangeland futures (Systemic Investment and Action Plan) The topic was raised at a Rangelands Alliance meeting. Megan Munchenberg will update Council
when feedback is available (Megan to action)
D. Letter of appreciation to Mark StaffordSmith for Canberra ARS Biennial Conference - A letter
was drafted and sent to the President; David is to check that it was sent (David to action)
E. Canberra Conference Sponsors – Letters of appreciation were forwarded to the President; David
is to check that they were sent (David to action)
F. CSIRO sponsorship of the Biennial ARS Conference – as an ARS Biennial Conference
Organising Committee (Longreach) has been formed; details of CSIRO’s sponsorship will be
forwarded to the committee. (Bob to action)
G. ARS Biennial Conference 2021 – (see General Business item (h)
H. Kangaroo Management – Joint Statement - George Wilson’s response to Council’s endorsement
of the joint statement was sent to Council members.
I. Indigenous Community Support for Traditional Knowledge Forum –
a. As the Kenya IRC has been postponed to 2021, all immediate action has been postponed.
Although President David has been communicating with the IRC Continuing Committee
Chair Dr Dana Kelly.
b. Contact details for indigenous groups have been provided to Dana Kelly by Don Burnside.
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J. The Ecological Society of Australia (ESA) – Payment of a $500 ARS financial contribution to the
K.

L.

M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.

S.

ESA for bushfire related issues has been made.
ARS Website – Training to the value of $1200 in the use of WordPress for ARS Officers has been
provided by Rod Campbell.
Motion: That the budget for WordPress training be increased to $1500 (ex GST)
Moved: Bob Shepherd
Seconded: Don Burnside
Carried
Publications Committee –
a. Andrew Ash is the Interim Publications Committee Chair. Andrew liaised with Ron Hacker to
ensure a smooth handover before the 30th June 2020. ARS Council acknowledges and
appreciates Andrew’s acceptance of this position.
b. A thank-you to Ron Hacker was published in the RMN; President David to check that the
thank you letter was also sent to Ron (David to action)
c. Letters of offer of appointment of Sarah McDonald & Robyn Cowley to the PC were drafted;
President David to check that they were sent. (David to action)
Facebook Boost – a debit card with $300 credit was opened for use by the Social Media Editor
Sarah Moles. Paid boosted posts have resulted in a significant increase in activity on the ARS
Facebook page.
Newsletters from other organisations – several articles from other sources have been included in
the RMN and on ARS social media. ARS material has appeared on the FutureBeef social media.
The secretary continues to forward material to the RMN, Social Media and ARS website editors.
ARS Council – vacancies (to be filled at the ARS AGM)
A list of possible ARS Council candidates has been compiled. See General Business item 7 (a) for
proposed actions on this item.
ARS AGM 2020 - AGM Meeting notice for 2020 was published in the RMN.
COVID-19 - President David Phelps included a mention of Covid-19 in his report published in the
RMN
Drought Review –
 A letter to be written to the Federal Agriculture Minister with an offer to provide expertise on
drought related matters. To be written after the Special Issue of TRJ on drought is published.
(Bob to action) The drought SI is a work in progress.
 Details of a webinar presented by Fiona McCartney (Senior Social Scientist – Dept
Environment & Science Qld) on grazier’s decisions for preparation and management of
drought was sent to Council
Current Drought & ARS Membership – It was decided that too few members were
graziers/pastoralists to warrant discounting membership subscriptions, however in recognition of the
possible reduction in employment of ARS members due to Covid-19, some members may be under
significant financial stress.
Motion: That discounted membership subscriptions be made available to ARS members whose
employment is reduced as a result of Covid-19. Affected members should contact the membership
director Don Burnside.
Moved: Dionne Walsh
Seconded: Don Burnside
Carried

T. Society for Range Management/Australian Rangeland Society relationship – See General
Business item 7 (d)
4. Correspondence (See Appendix 1.)
Motion: That the inwards correspondence be received & outwards endorsed.
Moved: Don Burnside

Seconded: Angus Whyte

Carried

5. Business Arising from Correspondence
All business arising from the correspondence is covered in business arising from the last meeting (items
A to T above) or items of general business.
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6. Reports
6.1 Membership Report (Don Burnside, Membership Director. 30 June 2020)
The summary
We currently have 227 members, including 37 complimentary members. One hundred and thirty seven
(137) members have paid for 2020, being 67 per cent of those who need to renew.
The detail
Ninety one (91) members have already paid for 2020 only, and 18 people have paid for the next three year
period (2020-2022). Together with the 28 members already on three-year memberships (2018-2020 and
2019-2021), this makes a total of 137 members who are financial so far this year, or 67 per cent of those
that need to renew. In addition, one of the complimentary members generously pays an annual
subscription.
Two members have recently resigned on the basis that they were not getting enough out of their
memberships.
A further 53 members will need to renew for 2020 (or 2020-2022 if they elect for the three-year
membership), and will be sent reminder renewal notices during July. If these members do not renew by
the end of September, it is suggested they be removed from the active membership list.
Because we have members now paid up until 31 December 2022, we have taken in additional membership
fees – to the value of $5,859 (excl. of GST).
Membership at 30 June 2020
Category

Hardcopy Journal + RMN

E-journal + RMN

RMN only

Total

Members still needing to renew in 2020

24

15

14

53

Members paid for 2020 already

81

47

9

137

Complimentary members for 2020

9*

28

0

37

ARS members

114

90

23

227

Institutional subscribers

10

81

0

91

Grand total

124

171

23

318

* one complimentary member has paid for 2020
Commentary
The percentage of paying of members still to pay being 33 per cent compares unfavourably with the
percentage still to pay at the time last year, being 11 per cent. The slower response this year is likely to be
because of the confused membership renewal system this year, and the need for people to reset
membership passwords for access to the Members area on the website.
With more reminders, we should be able to get most of the outstanding members to pay by the end of
September.
Motion: That the membership report be accepted.
Moved: Don Burnside

Seconded: Megan Munchenberg

Carried

Discussion from membership Report:- nil
6.2 Financial Report (Don Burnside, Finance & Audit Officer)
Financial Report for 1 January – 30 June 2020
The profit and loss details for the normal operations and the 2019 Canberra Conference for the first six
months of 2020 are shown below, with the Balance Sheet at 30 June 2020 presented.
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Items

Jan 1 to 30 June 2020
(GST excl)
Normal
Conference
operations
account

Comments

INCOME
Total ARS Membership Income

$14,793

2019 Conference income

68 per cent of renewals in.
$6,029

Journal income

$21,774

Interest income

$61

GST credit from ATO

$2,980

TOTAL INCOME

$39,608

Final last tranche of income
One special issue($10,000), ACIAR sponsorship
($10,000) and copyright income ($1,774)
Q4 2019 payment. Most of this relates to
conference purchases in late 2019

$6,029

EXPENSES
Bank and eWay service charges
Professional fees
Journal costs
Council costs
ASIC fees

$435
$2,670
$18,182
$984
$160

Travel Grants
Website costs
Social media
TOTAL EXPENSES

$2,000
$161
$28
$24,620

PROFIT/ LOSS

$14,988

Audit ($1,950) and bookkeeping ($720)
Two payments to CSIRO Publishing
Communications and relocation of archives ($644)
Douglas Lawton
Routine payment to Blue Platypus
Boosting Facebook posts

$6,009

Balance Sheet at 30 June 2020
Balance of Accounts at 30 June
2020
Operating Cheque Account 8347

$327.67

Conference Account 8363

$335.52

Savings Account 8721
Membership Account 3504

Actual

$39,925.99
$680.69

Term Deposit (maturing July 2020)
Term Deposit (maturing November
2020)
Crowd funding donation

$100,000.00

Total cash

$191,289.87

$50,000.00
$20.00

Accounts receivable

$1,831.56

GST liability

($338.21)

Total Equity

$192,783.22

Notes on financial Report for 1 January 2019 to 30 June 2020
Membership income – Membership income has been trickling in, (68% in) but some people are still having
trouble renewing. Regular reminders are being sent to the ‘stragglers’.
Because of payments for three year memberships, there is $5,859 ‘on hand’ for 2021 and 2022
memberships already paid.
Journal income – Payment of $10,000 (excl GST) has been received from QDAF for the ‘Drought’ Special
Issue currently being prepared. ACIAR has paid $10,000 (excl GST) which will enable the whole of
the ARS2019 Conference Special Issue to be published Open Access at no net cost to ARS.
Invoices for the Chinese Special Issue will be sent to the three participating universities in August
2020, with payment expected in September 2020.
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Journal expenses – Two half yearly payments of $9,091 have been paid to CSIRO Publishing in March
and May 2020, being for 2019-20.
Given that CSIRO-P operates in a July-June financial year, one further half yearly payment will be
made on November 2020.and this will be shown in the next statement.
Council expenses – Payment of $644 has been paid for transport of the ARS Archives from Adelaide to
Longreach where they are being stored by David and Wendy Phelps (thanks!)
Travel support – Payment of $2,000 has been made to Douglas Lawton for his Travel Grant. Payment of
$2,000 is owing to Lindsey Perry for her Travel Grant.
Social Media – The very small payment of $28 represents the cost of boosting some Facebook posts,
which has been extremely successful. Sarah Moles has a budget of $300 for the calendar year.
Term Deposits – to try and increase interest income given that only 0.25% is earned on the on-line
savings, two term deposits have now been set up with the CBA. These are:
 $100,000 at 1.5% interest, start date 29 November 2019 and maturing on 29 July 2020.
 $50,000 at 1.3% interest, start date 23 March 2020 and maturing on 23 November 2020.
Subject to Council approval, it is proposed to roll over the $100,000 maturing on 29 July 2020 into
another term deposit for a period of less than a year that yields the best interest rate.
Motion: That the financial report be accepted, accounts passed for payment and that the $100,000
maturing on 29 July 2020 be rolled over into another term deposit for a period of less than a year that yields
the best interest rate.
Moved: Don Burnside

Seconded: Dionne Walsh

Carried

Discussion from Finance Report:- nil
6.3 Publications Committee Reports
Report 1 - 13th May 2020 (Ron Hacker, Chair, Publications Committee)
The Publications Committee (PC) met on 13 May. This report has been prepared based on matters
discussed at that meeting even though PC will meet again before the next ordinary Council meeting.
Matters discussed at the next PC meeting, in early July, will be reported separately by the incoming Chair
of PC.
1. The Rangeland Journal
Issue 1 of volume 42 (2020) has recently been completed with seven papers. However, the flow of
manuscripts for the journal is currently slow. Thirty (30) manuscripts have been distributed for peer review
since 1 January, 2020. (A further seven were rejected). Several manuscripts submitted in 2019 are still
being processed. While this may seem a reasonable number to support the journal’s publication schedule,
a combination of factors including a lower submission rate compared to previous years, frequently slow
turnaround times for reviewers, Associate Editors and authors, and allocation of some papers to special
issues (which limits the time at which they can be published once accepted) means that the journal will
struggle to meet its publication schedule this year. This matter has been discussed with our Journal
Publisher in CSIRO Publishing who has emphasised the need to maintain publication of six issues per
year, even if reduced in size, to keep faith with institutional subscribers. In keeping with this advice the PC
has directed the Editor-in-Chief to publish the remaining ordinary issues in 2020 if 6-8 papers are available.
The two special issues to be included in volume 42 (2019 conference and drought policy/ management) are
expected to run to about 100 pages as usual.
CSIRO Publishing has produced a draft strategic plan for the journal based on information provided by
myself and Paul Novelly, in particular. The PC considered this draft briefly but agreed to submit it to a subcommittee for detailed consideration after feedback from other PC members to the Chair. The subcommittee comprises Andrew Ash, Don Burnside, Paul Novelly and Sarah McDonald.
The draft strategic plan envisages that the journal should have three special issues in various stages of
production at any time. This is currently the case, with the two special issues noted above in development
for 2020 and a Chinese special issue under contract for 2021. However, there is currently no second
special issue under contract for 2021.
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The PC and Council need to give serious consideration to the means by which we solicit special issues
and, indeed, the way in which the tasks required to maintain the journal’s publication schedule (including
the commissioning of review papers and research fronts) are allocated.
A virtual issue (VI) of the journal, commemorating the 30th anniversary of the publication of Westoby et al.,
has been produced, thanks mainly to the efforts of Andrew Ash. It will be launched with appropriate social
media publicity by both ARS and CSIRO Publishing on 1 June. Papers in this virtual issue will be available
for free download for three months. This is the third VI that the journal has produced. Experience indicates
that papers included in VI’s download at about five times the rate of papers in normal issues.
2. Range Management Newsletter
Noelene Duckett has successfully loaded both issue 19/3 and issue 20/1 onto the web site. However, due
to difficulties in our understanding of the new web site platform (WordPress) it is unclear how to restrict
access to the current edition to members only. At present, the current issue (20/1) is accessible in the usual
way via the Members Area but it is also available via the RMN archive which is freely available to the
public. How to resolve this situation is not yet clear.
Publication of a particularly interesting article on kangaroo management in issue 20/1 has presented us
with the opportunity to provide relevant content to some other newsletters with which RMN collaborates; to
date this collaboration has involved a one-way flow towards RMN. This article may allow us to provide
reciprocal benefits.
3. Website
Difficulties in effectively using the WordPress platform have been noted above. This applies also to the
general management of the site. Our web site host, Blue Platypus, has proved difficult to deal with in terms
of queries relating to the day-to-day administration of the site. In order to address this deficiency Council
has approved expenditure of up to $1,000 on input from Mr Rod Campbell (Uncapped Creative, Dubbo –
an unsuccessful tenderer for the web-site rebuilding project) to provide tuition to the site administrators,
particularly Russell Grant, Noelene Duckett and Don Burnside, on use of the WordPress platform. Whether
any further negotiation with Blue Platypus is required, in relation to the level of support they provide, will be
determined after this input has been completed.
4. Social media
The Society’s social media activity is progressing well under the leadership of Social Media Editor Sarah
Moles. The provision of a small budget to allow some posts to be ‘boosted’ has been very successful in
extending the reach of some of our Facebook posts. Paying to boost posts which are already doing well in
the ’organic’ mode seems to be the best way to utilise the funds available. Seeking relevant photos and a
brief sketch of results from authors of papers recently published in the journal also seems to be a
successful strategy of extending the reach of our social media.
I am currently working on a draft Wikipedia entry for the Society and will provide this for Council’s
consideration when it has been approved by the PC.
5. General
This was the first PC meeting for Dr Sarah McDonald following her appointment by Council. Her future input
is eagerly anticipated. The PC has recently voted out-of-session to recommend the appointment of Dr
Robyn Cowley to fill the remaining vacancy created by the retirement of Wal Whalley and David Eldridge at
the end of 2019. This matter will probably have been dealt with by the time of the next ordinary Council
meeting.
The minutes of the PC meeting indicated that PC is to advise Council that appointment of a permanent
Chair of the PC remains an urgent requirement.
This will be the last report to Council that I will prepare as Chair of PC. I would like to express my sincere
gratitude for the support of the PC over the last seven years, and for the constructive and cooperative
interaction that the PC, and I personally, have enjoyed with Council. I have derived very considerable
satisfaction from my tenure in this role but I feel that it is now time, in the interests of both myself and the
Society, that a fresh mind be brought to the task.
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Report 2 – 1st July 2020 (Andrew Ash, Interim Chair, Publications Committee)
The Publications Committee (PC) met on 1 July 2020. This report is the second to Council since the
Council last met.
1. The Rangeland Journal
There has been a recent increase in flow of articles submitted with 59 submissions in the six month period
January 1 to June 30, 2020. However, there is a carry-over effect of a low number of submissions in 2019
leading to a reduced rate of accepted manuscripts into 2020. There are now nearly enough papers for
Issue 2 (ordinary issue) to be published in hopefully late July but it will again be a small issue, consistent
with the decision to ensure six issues per year continue to be published.
All but one of the papers for the Special Issue from the 2019 Biennial Conference have now been
submitted. Papers are also now being received for the Drought Special Issue and it is expected it will be
published as Issue 6 of Volume 42.
The Virtual Issue on State and Transition Modelling has received good publicity, featuring prominently on
the Society for Range Management website and reaching many people as a consequence of a Facebook
boosted post.
Comments from the PC on the journal Strategic Plan are being considered by CSIRO Publishing. Andrew
Ash is undertaking an analysis of papers and citations in the journal, looking back over the last 30 years. It
is envisaged this analysis will help in shaping the strategic plan.
The Annual Report for the journal has been received (see separate attachment). Subsequent to this report
being received the Impact Factor analytics were released. The 2-year Impact Factor has increased slightly
from 1.02 to 1.09 and the 5-year impact factor deceased from 1.6 to 1.3. This drop in the 5-year impact
factor maybe an artefact of last year’s result being much higher than previous years (see Figure below).

2. Range Management Newsletter
Noelene Duckett is on the look-out for good contributions to Issue 20/2 following the informative kangaroo
management article in Issue 20/1. There are ongoing challenges with loading material onto the website
platform, WordPress, as it is not as user-friendly as the previous platform.
3. Website
In addition to Noelene’s challenges with the website, Don Burnside is also having problems with
subscription notices, especially inconsistencies in invoicing. Rod Campbell is providing very good advice
and Russell Grant and Daryl Green will meet with Rod in early July to further discuss ongoing issues. The
difficulties seem to be a combination of some bugs in the initial design and the time it is taking users
(Russell, Noelene and Don) to attain proficiency in Wordpress. The bugs in the design should be attended
to by Blue Platypus but they are frustratingly slow in responding. Following the discussion in early July
between Rod Campbell, Russell and Daryl, a broader strategy discussion session with Rod will be held to
develop a plan for the longer-term.
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4. Social media
Boosted Facebook posts continue to be successful, dramatically increasing the reach of posts.
The draft Wikipedia article, initially put together by Ron Hacker, has been revised and approved by the PC.
We are now seeking Council approval for its publication (see attached).
5. General
This was the first PC meeting for Dr Robyn Cowley following her appointment by Council. Her future input is
eagerly anticipated.
The minutes of the PC meeting indicated that PC is to advise Council that appointment of a permanent
Chair of the PC remains an urgent requirement.
Motion: That the Publications Committee Reports 1 (13th May 2020) and 2 (1st July 2020) be accepted.
Moved: Don Burnside

Seconded: Megan Munchenberg

Carried

Discussion from Publications Committee Reports:
a) The Rangeland Journal - the “Publisher’s Report” on TRJ’s performance in 2019 was
acknowledged.
b) Range Management Newsletter – Check with Noelene Duckett if Southern Gulf NRM articles have
been published in the RMN (Megan to action)
c) ARS Website – The following motion as moved by Don Burnside, seconded by Andrew Ash and
carried out-of-session by email on the 15th May 2020 at 11.26am, was ratified.
Motion: “That $1,000 be committed to website support by Uncapped Creative.”
d) Feedback to the Publications Committee – ARS Council members are requested to provide any
feedback on social media matters to the PC via Don Burnside (All Council members to action)
e) Feedback on Wikipedia article - PC is seeking Council approval for its publication – please read
and provide feedback to the secretary by the next meeting (All Council members to action)
f) Vacancies on the Publications Committee
 Dr Sarah McDonald accepted the appointment to the Publications Committee on the 14th
May 2020.
 The following motion as moved by Angus Whyte, seconded by Dionne Walsh and carried
out-of-session by email on the 21st June 2020 at 9:23pm, was ratified.
Motion: “That Dr Robyn Cowley be appointed a member of the Publications Committee for
an initial period of three years on the usual terms and conditions.”
7. General/New Business:
a) ARS Council vacancies – Three possible candidates were discussed to fill the two current
vacancies on Council by appointment. The Membership Director is to send contact details to the
secretary (Don to action). The Secretary is to approach the candidates in turn until the vacancies
are filled (Bob to action)
b) Publications Committee Chairperson’s position – the secretary suggested one person to
approach immediately; if this person declines, then the current PC Interim Chair Andrew Ash will be
asked to suggest possible candidates that Council could approach (Bob to action). A period of
mentoring by the current Chair is essential for a successful transition.
c) Kangaroo Management – A kangaroo management Special Issue of The Rangeland Journal was
proposed as an ideal conduit to promote the outcomes of the Kangaroo Management Taskforce to
ARS members and a wider audience. Council is to liaise with the Publications Committee and Hon.
Prof. George Wilson (Bob to action) Megan Munchenberg mentioned that the Southern Gulf NRM
has provided feedback on the Kangaroo Management Statement to Prof. Wilson. Dionne Walsh
stated that kangaroos are not generally an issue in the Northern Territory except for in the Top End
where agile wallabies have increased in density and can negatively impact pastures and crops.
d) Society for Range Management 2021 annual conference – The incoming SRM President has
requested that the ARS consider developing a virtual symposium and/or a virtual rangelands tour
that could be presented at the February SRM conference in Idaho with the theme “Rangelands
without Borders”. Council is supportive, but is uncertain of the capacity of our Society to produce
such a presentation. A series of five minute presentations with an R&D focus supported by photos
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from ARS members, including Council members was suggested. The following additional
suggestions were offered by Council members: Go-Pro landscape images are available across the NT and possible staff time available to do
some collation (Dionne to action)
 The ARS Social Media Editor Sarah Moles is a valuable resource that should be approached
for input (Don to action)
 Southern Gulf NRM has professional video footage that may be available. Samantha Morris
a social media professional from “Wombat Creative” may have ideas to contribute to a
presentation (Megan to action)
 Other Rangelands NRM groups may have suitable material to contribute to a presentation
(Bob to action)
 The virtual presentation could conclude with a promotion of IRC 2025, should it be held in
Australia.
e) Indigenous Conservation in the Australian Rangelands – Council discussed the role and
achievements of the “Indigenous Desert Alliance” (https://www.indigenousdesertalliance.com) and
the “Ten Deserts Project” group (https://10deserts.org) in managing a significant area of the
Australian rangelands. Points of discussion were: Margaret Friedel has provided some background to both organisations from the Arid Land
Environment Centre in Alice Springs.
 Gaye Mackenzie a past CEO of Rangelands NRM (WA) has some involvement with both
organisations and would have information to offer.
 Additional information is to be sought from Margaret and Gaye (Don to action)
 Some rangelands NRM groups have made contact with both organisations eg Southern Gulf
NRM has shared publications and recognised mutual interests.
 Several Indigenous relevant papers were delivered by Indigenous and non-Indigenous
people at the Canberra ARS conference in 2019.
 Any representatives of the Indigenous Land & Sea Corporation on the ARS membership list
is to be determined (Don to action)
 It was resolved that once further information is available, ARS investigates possible
reciprocal arrangements with both of these groups to further advance common interests in
the rangelands (Item for next meeting)
f) Longreach Australian Rangelands Conference –
 Council acknowledged the Conference Proposal submitted to hold the 21st Biennial
Conference in Longreach in May 2022
 David Phelps declared a conflict of interest and excluded himself from the meeting while
discussions were held.
 A start-up committee has been formed including representatives from Landcare Bushcare,
DAFQ, Dept of Premier & Cabinet (Qld)
 Council supported the timing of the conference (between IRC 2021 and IRC 2025)
 Details of the conference proposal are to be sent to the RMN Editor Noelene Duckett (Bob
to action)
 Council members are requested to read the proposal in full and provide feedback to David
Phelps (all Councilors to action)
 Motion: That the ARS Council endorses the Longreach 21st Conference proposal as
presented.
Moved: Don Burnside
Seconded: Dionne Walsh
Carried
g) ARS President’s position – As President David’s second four-year term on Council will be reached
at the 2021 AGM, he will be retiring from the president’s position. Therefore nominations for the
position of president must be called 30 days before the AGM (Bob to action)
8. Council meeting dates for 2020
(Note: these dates are all Wednesdays)
 September 16th
 December 2nd
9. Next meeting: Wednesday 16th September 2020
10. Meeting close: 7.34pm
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Appendix 1 Correspondence by Subject + Individual Emails ARS Council Meeting 15th July 2020
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